Xpectis is a technology company that brings together senior business expertise and proven skills in the
use of advanced information technology to build - jointly with clients - efficient solutions. Since its
inception in 1995, Xpectis has consistently delivered innovative solutions on time and within budget to
many internationally renowned companies, mainly in the financial and telecommunication areas.
In response to the expansion of its business, Xpectis is starting new projects and is recruiting for its
Luxembourg office:

Junior .NET Developers (m/f)
We are looking for young talented people who would like to join our team and benefit from a
dynamic, young and friendly environment, from experience with advanced technology and from
opportunities to innovate and assume responsibility.
Your position
Working as a member of one of our development teams, key elements of the role will involve
design, development and support of applications, interacting closely with the business community.
These positions need a high level of creativity and independence as well as the utmost
organization and comfort with the new technologies.
Your current responsibilities

-

To undertake development work on new applications or changes to existing systems.
To support users and business analysts defining acceptance test scenario.
To stay abreast of new technology and integrate into new business solutions as appropriate.
To gather requirements and lead design discussion with customers.
To participate to business and functional analysis.

Your profile
- University degree (Master), specialization in information technology, engineering or mathematics
- Fluency in French and English
Your technology skills
-

-

knowledge of .NET development platforms and execution environments
knowledge of relational databases, preferably SQL Server, as well as related tools
understanding of Object Oriented Methodology (such as UML), with related modeling tools

If you are interested in joining the Xpectis team and working in a creative, challenging and rewarding
environment, please send your curriculum vitae to:
Streamlined Solutions & Services S.A. (Xpectis)

E-mail: HR@xpectis.com
Web site: www.xpectis.com
28, rue de Capellen
L-8279 Holzem
LUXEMBOURG
Tel (352) 25 10 70 200
Fax (352) 25 10 70 299

